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The constituents of the committee 2019-2020 were: Perry Zurn (Chair, 2021), Kyle Adams (Member, 2020), Saray Ayala (Member, 2020), Bonnie J. Mann (Member, 2021), Ralph N. Wedgwood (Member, 2021), Rima Basu (Member, 2022), Kurt Blankschaen (Member, 2022), Grayson Hunt (Newsletter Editor).

The committee organized sessions at the Eastern, Central, and Pacific APA Conferences.

1. Eastern: “Framing Gender”
   Simon Ruchti (Westchester University), “Becoming Cis: The Crisis in Coming to Know Yourself Through the Eyes of Your Other;” Kelli Potter (Utah Valley State), “Mormon Materialism and Gender;” Amy Marvin (Independent Scholar), “Transphobia and Institutions”

2. Central: “Social Categories and Emancipatory Struggles”

3. Pacific: “Gender Contestations”

   [Rescheduled for APA Pacific 2021 due to COVID-19.]

The committee supported the Newsletter Fall 2019 and Fall 2020. Material is drawn from APA sessions, as well as an open call.

The committee initiated the inaugural prize in LGBTQ philosophy.

The chair of the committee serves ex-officio on the APA Inclusiveness Committee, reviews the APA Small Grant applications and the APA Diversity Grant applications, and provides feedback when that committee is consulted.